Dental Air Purification System

What You Breathe Is Dangerous.  Protect Patients & Dental Staff.

Remove mercury vapor
Kill bacteria, mold, and virus
Collect *ultrafine* dust & debris
Eliminate VOCs and organic & chemical odors
Protect pre-natal & immune compromised people
Activate Quiet 24/7 Protection

Take a deep breath of refreshing, crisp, clean air free from dental office odors… and relax with the peace of mind that airborne dangers are being removed.

“Upon installation testing showed an *immediate reduction in VOC’s* and *within a few hours one could distinguish a clear difference in the air quality* in the treated room.”  Jennifer Adair, DMD, Memphis, TN

Be Healthy, Get Protected.  Set your office apart with an environment that you and your patients will love.
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Unrivaled Effectiveness

Patent pending technology uses the electrical nature of all life to remove airborne contaminants better than mechanical filters. Independent labs show more than 99.999994% of bacteria are killed. Microbes are dead almost instantly. Testing has proven the ability of this unique technology to remove gases including mercury vapor from air.

Superior Air Cleaning: Better by Design

- Kills bacteria, mold spores, and virus infected organisms
- Collects the most dangerous ultrafine particles
- Breaks down volatile organic compounds (VOC)
- Removes mercury vapor & elemental metals
- Eliminates chemical & organic odors
- Cleans continuously, 24/7
- No ozone or harmful EMI / RFI
- Whisper quiet fans for max performance & comfort
- Active System continuously optimizing

Technology Advantage

Power of Electrical Attraction

- Ion Generator
- Collector

Lasting Dollar Value

- No Filters to replace
- Low power use costs pennies per day
- No changes to existing HVAC
- Simple D-I-Y installation
- 5 Year Warranty

Installs Easily in Any Ceiling or Wall

Suspended ● Smooth ● Beam / Exposed Utilities ● Wall Mount

Frees up crowded floors and countertops

Doctors at Pfizer Pharmaceuticals found:

“no alive microorganisms...it seems that microorganisms explode and disintegrate themselves when touching the positive collector.”

BioMed staff said Pristine Air rooms are more enjoyable to be in. “It just feels more comfortable and the air is fresh and clean.” The BioMed Center New England

Just hours after Pristine Air install, the building renovation Project Manager and the Director of Operations sensed the difference.

“Air is crisper and cleaner, no smell of new construction materials.”

“There is nothing more important to me in my dental office than being positive my staff, my patients, and myself are being protected from dangerous mercury vapors during amalgam removal.”

Lori Cardellino, DMD, NMD, Ventura, CA

Standard Dental Room System only $3400*

*Typical dental exam room with Ion Generator, Collector, controls, wires and mounts. Backed by a full 5-Year Warranty. Sales tax and shipping additional. 6-12 Mo Financing Available.

Be Healthy, Get Protected. You and your patients deserve clean, safe air. Breathe easier today.
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